
CSC 401 : Introduction to Programming

Assignment 5
Due: Tuesday, May 14, 11:59 PM

Reading
No new reading.  These problems are all for review

General Instructions
1. Implement the functions defined below by updating the template file

csc401-homework5.py, which you can find on D2L
2. Be sure to update the heading comment in that file to contain:

a. Your name
b. The names of anyone you collaborated with on this assignment
c. For each collaborator, briefly describe how you worked together

3. Be careful to avoid disturbing the doctest strings that are in the function doc-strings in
each function.

4. Run the tests for yourself.  In most cases, the test is a pretty good gauge of whether your
solution is sufficient or not.

5. Perform your own tests in the python/idle shell.
6. Submit your results as specified in the section “Submitting the assignment” below.

The exercises
1. implement the function convert_2_km(), which as no parameters.  It converts user input

from miles into kilometers.  The formula for this conversion is:

1 mile == 1.60934 kilometers.

Steps
a. In a loop, prompt the user for a value of miles
b. If the user enters “STOP”, exit the function but DO NOT use the exit() function
c. if the user enters a valid number, show the conversion
d. if the user enters an invalid value, show an error message and prompt again



Example of usage
>>> convert_2_km()
Miles (or STOP): 12
Kilometers: 19.31208
Miles (or STOP): cats
Bad input: cats
Miles (or STOP): 3
Kilometers: 4.82802
Miles (or STOP): stop
Bad input: stop
Miles (or STOP): STOP

2. Implement a function print_nth() that takes 3 parameters:
a. a sequence to operate on
b. a starting point index within the sequence
c. a step size

The function prints every nth element in the sequence starting with the given
starting point.

If the sequence is too small to generate any output except the starting point, print
“Sequence is too short”

Tips

d. a sequence can be a string or a list or anything else that is indexable
e. the sequence is too short if its length is less than the starting point plus the

step size plus one.
f. Don’t forget to use an empty print() to write a new line at the end of the

function.

Sample output

>>> print_nth("hello, world!", 0, 2)
h l o   o l !
>>> print_nth([23,12,45,2,11,87,34,12,21,33], 1, 3)
12 11 12
>>> print_nth([23,12,45,2,11,87,34,12,21,33,77], 1, 3)
12 11 12 77



>>> print_nth("hello, world!", 5, 12)
Sequence is too short

3. Implement a function named find_max(data, column) that takes 2 parameters:
a. data - a 2 dimensional list to search
b. column - the column to search in

The function finds the row number of the largest value in the given column.

The function returns the row and column as a list containing 2 items

Examples:

>>> find_max(test_data, 0)
[2, 0]
>>> result = find_max(test_data, 2)
>>> result
[2, 2]
>>> result = find_max(test_data, 4)
>>> result
[2, 4]
>>> result = find_max(test_data, 5)
Invalid index: 5
>>>

Notes
1. The test data test_data is in csc401-homework5.py already.
2.

4. Implement a function named fix_bad_data(in_file_name, out_file_name) that
takes 2 parameters:

a. in_file_name - name of file to read and process
b. out_file_name - name to use when creating an output file

The input file is supposed to contain 3 columns of data in CSV format:

a user ID

an age

a score



But some of the data in columns 1 and 2 is non-numeric.  This function writes out
a new file, where the non-numeric data has been replaced with -1.

Sample results:
>>> fix_bad_data('bad_data.csv','good_data.csv')

>>> show_file('good_data.csv')

USER01,23,101.7

USER99,24,98.6

USER34,56,126.0

USER56,-1,45.6

USER12,41,-1

USER71,-1,-1

<BLANKLINE>

Submitting the assignment
Submit 2 files for grading to the week 5 submission folder on D2L:

1. Your source code (csc401-homework5.py) with all of your function definitions inside
of it

2. Your test results. In the shell, select File/save and save the contents of the shell to a
separate file. Be sure to save it as a .txt file, not .py

Grading
The assignment is worth 100 points. Each problem is worth 25 points.


